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Abstract 
Suppose K is a compact convex subset of W’. If for every x E [w”, the net of best I,,-approximants, from K, of x 
converges to the strict uniform approximant as p +a, we call K a strict P6lya set. Two conditions which guarantee 
that K is a strict Polya set have recently been published. The present paper shows that these conditions are 
essentially equivalent, demonstrates that all closed strictly convex sets satisfy the conditions, and describes a set 
which is strict P6lya but does not satisfy the conditions. 
Keywords: P6lya algorithm; Convex set; Tubular set 
In 1913, George Polya proposed an algorithm to cal,ulate best uniform approximants to 
continuous functions by polynomials [9]. This algorithm, known as the Pbfya algorithm, uses the 
evolution of L, to L, as p + CJJ to construct a best uniform approximant from the best L, 
approximants. The Polya algorithm continues to be of interest to researchers developing the 
theory of best approximation. In [1,5] the Polya algorithm was used to demonstrate the 
existence of best uniform approximants and optimal uniform selection operators, in [1,7] its 
convergence was studied in new contexts, and in [4] its rate of convergence was studied. In early 
studies of the Prilya algorithm, the approximating set was assumed to be a finite-dimensional 
linear subspace. Descloux [2] established convergence for every linear approximating set in R”. 
In general, the theory of approximation from a subspace is extremely well developed 
compared to the theory of approximation from an arbitrary convex set. The present paper is a 
part of the program of generalizing results in linear approximation to the nonlinear context. 
Even when restricted to R”, the study of the nonlinear Polya algorithm has raised some 
interesting questions about convex sets. In [6,8], two apparently dissimilar classes were defined, 
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each having the property that, if an approximating set is in the class, then the Polya algorithm 
converges. One of these classes consists of tubular sets, and the other of sets with proper@ O? 
They will be defined in detail below. 
The purpose of the present paper is to further explore these classes of convex sets. It 
contains a demonstration that a compact convex set has property IJD if and only if it is totally 
tubular. Since [6] appeared, an open question has been “If the Polya algorithm converges for 
every approximatee, must the approximating set be tubular?“. The present paper gives a 
negative answer to that question. Finally, the present paper shows that every strictly convex set 
is totally tubular, thereby greatly increasing the family of sets known to be compatible with the 
Polya algorithm. 
We now give a detailed description of the context in which we are working. If ~(r = 
(w ,,... r~Q E R” let 
l l<p-Q, and Il~ll~= max Ixil. 
lai<ti 
Suppose that K is a compact convex subset of R”, u E IFS” and p E [l, ~1. We say that u * E K 
is a best I,-approximzmt to u from K if 
II u - U * II p = ,i:f, ll u - v II p. 
For 1 <p < mo, u has a unique best I,-approximant from K, which we will denote by rp(u, K). 
A distinguished I,-approximant is the strict approximant, defined as follows. If z E K, let 4(t) 
be the vector whose components are given by I Zi - Ui I, arranged in nonincreasing order. The 
strict approximant to u is the unique s(u, K) E K with &(u, K)) minimal in the lexico- 
graphic ordering on 4(K) [lo]. If lim p _+rrp(u, K) exists, we say that the (K, u)-Polya 
algorithm converges. In this case, lim p _rp(u, K) is a best l,-approximant to u from K. We 
call K a strict P6Zya set if the (K, u)-Polya algorithm converges to s(u, K) for every u E UC In 
this case we will say, ungrammatically, that K is strict Polya. 
We now describe the conditions of tubularity [6] and property IFD [8]. 
If Q E K and Y E IL!“, we say that K IS v-tubular at a, if for any E > 0 there exists 
6=6(K,v,a,~)>O such that, if ~EK and IIa+tv-yII,<iS for some tdR, then there 
exists s E IR such that z :=y + sv E K and 11 z - u 11 r:< E. We say that K is basically (respec- 
tively totally) tubular if it is v-tubular for every v in the standard basis for 52” (respectively for 
every v in R’?. In [6], where the word “cylindrical” was used in place of “tubular”, it was 
shown that all polygonal convex sets and all smooth rotund convex bodies are totally tubular. In 
that work it was claimed that every basically tubular set is strict Polya. However, as we will 
show in the present paper, [6, the proof of (3.1)] is actually valid when the approximating set is 
totally tubular. 
To describe the condition in [8], we will say that two linear varieties l$ K,, in IV are parallel 
if there exist a proper subspace Y and two elements t, t, in II?? such that V, = t + Y and 
4,, = t,, + Y. We say that a nonvoid closed convex set KC R” has property lJD if, whenever V,,, 
and 4 are parallel linear varieties with the condition that K n V,,, f (6, t + t,, K n y # 0, then 
K n 5 + K n y,,, i.e., p( K n VI, K n IQ -+ 0, where p( K,, K,) := max,z, E K,max,12 E ,J II h, - 
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K, II CD) II h, - K, II J. In 183 it was shown that every polyhedron has property 5), and 
strict Polya whenever K has property [Fp. 
153 
that K is 
Theorem 1. Suppose K k a compact convex subset of R”. Then K is rota& tubular if and only if K 
has property P. 
Proof. Clearly property P implies a condition similar to property P restricted to linear varieties 
of dimension one. Thus, if K has properti P, then K is totally tubular. 
Suppose K is totally tubular. Let Y be a linear subspace, suppose u, + u0 as s -3 03, and let 
&I :=Kf~Cu,,+Y)#fl and K,:=Kn(u,+Y)#fl. 
Let a be an arbitrary, but fixed, element of K,. As is shown in [8, 551, it suffkes to prove 
that 
ii) lim d=(a, K,) + 0. 9’00 
Suppose that (9 does not hold. Then there exist r) > 0 and si --) 0~ such that, for every i E N, 
(ii) inf( I1 a - b 11 ?o: b E KS,) 2 7. 
Suppose ys, E K,,, i E N. For each i there is a direction us, E Y, with II us, II p = 1, and a scalar 
t,, E R such that 
lim II ys, i-+02 - (0 + t,uJ IIrL = 0. 
By compactness, there is a sequence {rj) c {sJ, a unit vector ug f Y, and a 
t,.v, 3 t,v,. Let S = S(K, uO, a, 77) be the number required in the definition 
there exists an N E kl such that for each j > N, 
II y, - (a + t,q)) IICG <6. 
scalar t, such that 
of tubularity. Then 
Since K is u,-tubular, there exists a vector b,, E K, such that 116, -a 11 oc < n for each j 2 N. 
This contradicts (ii), and so establishes (9. 17 
The following theorem is motivated by the known examples of nontubularity [6,8]. One 
observes that the boundary of each such example contains a nontrivial line segment. If A is a 
convex subset of JR”, let 3A denote the relative boundary of A, i.e., the boundary of A in the 
relative topology on the affine hull of A. 
Theorem 2. If K is not v-tubular at x, then there exists a vector w =x + Au, A z 0, such that 
[x, w] c 8K. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that dim K = n. Let L be the line which 
contains x and is parallel to v. Then there exist E > 0 and X, E K such that d(x,, L) ---) 0 but 
(i) d(x, L,nK)a, nEN, 
where L, is the line which contains x,, and is parallel to v. Suppose y > E. For each 11, choose 
w,, E [x, x,] such that E Q 11 w,* --x Ila G y. Then (w,,} is a compact subset of K, with a 
subsequential imit, say, w. Cleariy w E L, w f x, and [x, w] c K. We now show that [x, WI c aK. 
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Indeed, suppose that there exist z E (x, w] and r > 0 such that B(z, 19 C K. If Y t’ Q .X i i 1 ard 
x - v 11 31 < $E, then there is a 6 E (0, :E) such that B(v, 6) c K. If kl is choselj so that 
I,, n B(v, 8) + (6, then d(x, L, n K) < E, which contradicts (9. 0 
Theorem 2 has the following corollary, which greatly increases the family of sets known to be 
totally tubular. 
Corollary 3. Et?ery closed strictly con~vx subset of Iw” is totally tubular. 
We will now show that every compact totally tubular set is strict Polya. To facilitate the 
discussion, we say that a closed convex set B c Iw” has property CP if it has property IFD for all 
varieties parallel to subspaces generated by subsets of the canonical basis of R”. The proofs 
given in [6,8] that K is a strict Polya set are valid if K has property CIFP (and this property is an 
essential hypothesis for the result). Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. If K is compact and totally tubular, then K has property CIF? Hence K is a strict P6lya 
set. 
Proof. The first statement follows directly from Theorem 1 and the definition of property I? 
Proofs of the second statement may be found in [6,8]. q 
The following example is of a basically tubular set which does not have property C!J? Since 
the proof in [6] that K is strict Polya uses property CP, it may fail for sets which are not totally 
tubular. Thus, it is not known at present whether or not all basically tubular sets are strict 
Polya. If R is a relation involving x,, . . . , x,, let [R] denote the set {(x,, . . . , x,) E R”: R}. 
Exalngle 5. There is a basically tubular set which does not have property CP. 
Proof. Let Q = (0, 1, 0, 0) and let A = [x: +xz + (x, - 1J2 G 1, x4 = 11, K = c&l U {a)). For 
6,> 0,6,2 0 and Sf + Sf = 1, let Bs s = [x, = 6,, x2 
n &,,s 
= 6,] c iw4. Take y = ( y ,, y,, y,, y4) E K 
A>O,’ 
z~,6,~O,S2<1,y=~b+“A~,~,A~O,~+A=1,b=~bl,b2,b3,b4~~A.Then,if 
yf +yf = $b; + (pb, + Al2 = p2b: + p’bz’ + 2pb,A + A2 < (p + Aj2 = 1, 
since pbz + A = 6, < 1, and so b, < 1. Therefore, it is necessary that A = 0 and y, = 1. On the 
other hand, a E K n Bovl, whence K n B6,,& does not converge to K n B, ,. 
But K isbasically tubular. Indeed, take i = Ax + pa, A 2 0, A + I_L = 1,‘~ E &l. Suppose that 
b+ee,= 6y+qa, yEL4,6>O,~+?j= 1, 1 E 1 small enough. Then S = A + E, 
A 
Yl 
Ax,+E 
=rt+EX1’ 
Ax3 
Y,= A+E 7 y,=- 
A-k 
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and, with u = A/(A + E), 
=u*x*+u*x*+ - 2UEX, 2utjx, - 1) 2E2 - - 
1 2 A+E 
+u2(x, l)* + 
AfiE (A+)* 
=u* x:+x,2+(x3- 
1 1)*] + 
2UE(X, -x3 + 1) 2E2 
H-E + (A+E)*’ 
Then E takes on at most two values, independently of y and 6, and therefore (b + ee,) n aK = 
{b} for 1 E 1 small. Then, by Theorem 2, K is ej-tubular at 6, j = 4. It is easy to see that the same 
result is valid for j = 1, 2, 3. As A is totally tubular, it follows that pi: is basically tubular. •I 
In [6,8] it is shown that property C[iD is a sufficient conoition for K to be a strict PBlya set. 
The investigations associated with the present paper have shown that the condition is not 
necessary. The example that we will present requires Theorem 6 below, which is part of the 
fohdore of this subject, and is easily verified using the fact that, for any w E R” and 
P, 4 E [I, 4, II w II p + II w II 4 as P -+ 4- 
Theorem 6, If q E (1, m), then lim,,qa$u, K) = V&U, K). If pi + 03 and ~Ju, K) + c, then 6: 
is a best I,-approximant to u from K. 
Example 7. There exists Q nontubular, strict Po’lya set. 
Proof. In R3, let K * be the convex hull of the cylinder 
((x, 1 + (1 -x)*, 2): 0 bX G 1,o <z < 1). 
For n = 2, 3,. . . , choose a,, so that 
1 
0 i O<a,< 2, 
let In := [l - l/n - a,, 1 - l/n + a,] c 08, and let Pn denote the plane which contains the 
points (1 - l/n - a,, 1 + (l/n + a,)*, Oj, (1 - l/n + a,,, 1 + (l/n - a,)*, O), and (1 - l/n, 1 + 
l/n*, 1). Let H, be the closed half-space determined by P, which does not contain the origin. 
We define K := K * n ( n t= 2Hn). Note that K is not e,-tubular at (I, 1, 0). 
To show that K is strict P&a, we will divide R3 into two sets. On one set the convergence of 
r& 0, K) to s( 0, K) is trivial, and on the other the argument is similar to that for a = (a, 0, O), 
0 < a < 1. We now consider the second set. 
Clearly da, K*)-da, K)=(l, 1,O). Let <x,*, yp’, z,*)=r&a, K*) and (x,,, y,, z,)= 
r&a, K). By Theorem 4, lim,_,~(x~, ypt) z,t > = (1, 1, 0). We shall now prove that (x,, yp, zp) 
* (1, 1, 0) also. By Theorem 6, we know that (x,, y,) + (1, 1). 
The IP-ball with center a which supports K at (x,, y,, zp) is given by 
( ) ii [I x-alp+ IyIp+ IzIp<&], &= (x,-al’+ IyJ”+ Izplpn 
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In our discussion, all quantities are nonnegative, so we will dispense with the absolute values in 
(ii). Since yp 3 1 for every F and (1, 1, 0) E K, the definition of & implies that 1 < &, < (1 - 
alp + 1. 
Since 2; = 0 for every p, it is easy to see that 
. . . 
( ) 111 2P = 0 whenever x, GE 6 I,*. 
n=2 
Clearly, xp E I,, if and only if (x,, yp, zp) E P, n K. If p < 00 and x, = 1, then yp = 1, so for any 
y E [0, l] the I,-ball with center a which contains (1, 1, y) intersects K”, the interior of K. 
Thus, x,., < 1 whenever p < 00. Suppose that ( p,) c (1,~) and xp, E I,, for large n. Since p c) x, 
is continuous on (1,~) and x, < 1, it is the case that pn --) 00 as n --j 00, so, by (i), 
Since [l + U/n - a,j2]P < y,P < (1 - ~1~ + 1, for sufficiently large n, 
Since the plane P, contains the points (1 - l/n, 1 + l/n2 + ai, 0) and (1 - l/n, 1 + l/n2, 11, 
in any plane of the form [a = (r] the rate of change of z in P, with respect to y is - l/a:. This, 
along with the calculation of az/ay in the equation x:; + ypn + 9’” = & gives the inequality 
0 
yy 1 
V 4 
pl?-1 
a- 
P” 
af ’ 
If a, := es”‘, it follows from (iii), (iv) and (v) that z, + 0 as p + 0~. Hence, the best 
I,-approximarlt from K to a converges, as p --) 00 to ( 1, 1, 01, the strict uniform approximant 
from K to a. 
Our last ckim is that the Polya algorithm converges when the approximating set is K and the 
element being approximated is an arbitrary element of R3. To show this we will divide lR3 into 
two regions. Let 
D:= ja2< 1, cy2- l<cw3<2-Cy2]n[ar,,<a,<1]. 
If u ED, then the proof that rp(u, K) + s(u, K) requires showing that the closed convex hull 
of (rp(u, K): p E (1, 00)) is totally tubular. If u E D, then the discussion is similar to that 
involving a above. q 
It was conjectured in [4] that the Polya algorithm is eventually monotone in each variable 
separately when K is a subspace of IT??. Example 7 shows that the conjecture is not true for all 
strict Polya sets. In [6] it was claimed that the Polya algorithm is capable of oscillation on 
nontubular sets. A different choice of a, in the following example provides a constructive 
example of oscillation. 
Example 8. There is a nontubular set on which the P6lya algorithm oscillates wildy. 
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Proof. In the co,ntext of Example 7, take a = 
(x”-’ 9 yp-’ 
0. We have 1 <p, < 2 and the vector 
, zP-‘) is normal to the ball defined in (ii, of Example 7, at the point (x,, y,, zp). 
By’Theoiem 6,‘x, is a continuous function of p and (x,, yp) + (1, 1) as p + 00. 
We claim that x: + 0 as p + 00. Indeed, if this is not the case, then there exist z, E [0, 11, 
E > 0, and a sequence pi + 00 such that (xp,, yp,, z,) + (1, 1, z,) and (x:-l, y:- ‘, z:-‘) + 
(E, S, ‘17). The tangent plane containing (1, 1, z,) with normal vector (E, S, 17) intersedts K”. 
Thus, for sufficiently large p, the ball defined in (ii) of Example 7 intersects K”, a contra.Gc- 
tion. This proves the claim. 
For n large, take xpn = 1 - l/n. Since 0 = lim(l - l/nJpn = lim eePnjR, it follows that 
0 i 
Pn 
- --)m, as n +m 
n 
As p, < 2, zp” < 1, and then ( xp,, yp,, 
holds in (v) of Example 7. If we take a, 
zp,) is in the relative interior of Pn n K. Thus, equality 
= l/n3, it follows from (i) that z,” + 1 as pn --) 00. Thus, 
by (iii) of Example 7, z, oscillates between 0 and 1 as p + 00. 0 
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